
Afsaneh Cooper
I found a photo which is dated late 2013 that tree surgeons had not yet cut the front yard trees at 62 Calley and one palm tree in my front yard. So please amend the date I used as &quot;Prior to&quot; to after late 2013 as I fell down from above limestone retaining wall at crest of hill in my rear yard after the dog at 62 Calley Barked at me, record of that big injury and x-ray exists at medical clinic. 62 Calley had cut most of their rear yard and front yard trees in 2014 and after that a crossing post and panel retaining wall was built at the top crest of hill in zone 5. The first post of that retaining wall is built right on boudary and the edge of the post is right on the dividing fence line. My second fence Maker who visited my fence site on 20/6/2020 said at least they need 35 mm for half of colorbond bottom rail width to be in 62 Calley and another 35 mm of the post for fence should be installed in my land, then the post being built in 2014 right on dividing fence line is a cause for delay in repair of the fence at that zone 5. The Surveyor cost was not paid by owner of 62 Calley either I paid him and receipt is available on request which I paid to Bankwest. Surveyor has determined all information for dividing fence line and cost is recorded for that part of surveying task on draft 3 of my drawing I lodged on my claims-SGIO web page [22/6/2020]. Maureen Omond wrote in her last email to me in June that surveyor measurement is a trespass. This statement shows Owner of 62 Calley thinks surveying is unnecessary while The Licensed surveyor Act 1909 is very clear before any building surveyor measurement is required to prevent cost for demolishing. The owner of 62 Calley should consider building Codes in Australia, this code for post footing in soil ground is 30 cm wide cylinder hole. Being two posts: one for the post and panel retaining wall at 62 Calley and one for the metalic fence [whether aluminium or colorbond steel] that owner of 62 Calley first should demolish his post then repair happens to that fence at zone 5. If fence be installed on a different line than the correct dividing fence line the shire won't accept as fencing rules are different from 2005-2008 when we had Hardie fence with 8 mm thickness only. My request from Owner of 62 Calley is to let my fence maker who also builds retaining wall demolish his first post of retaining wall in his cost only and install it in a correct place. I do not take liability for any thing which goes wrong for this demolish and rebuilding, as this is not my mistake.




